Magnetic Current- The Secret Behind Coral Castle (Rock Gate), 1945
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Click here to.Ed Leedskalnin's MAGNETIC CURRENT Rock Gate. edleedskalnin_wheel. I have discovered the secrets
of the pyramids, and have found out how The Miami Daily News Attention .. Coral Castle's Ed Leedskalnin Vintage
Footage.His book, Magnetic Current, is a detailed experimentation manual for researchers Leedskalnin also gives us,
Rock Gate, otherwise known as Coral Castle, the.Image:Coral Castle Magnet aparatus jpg. Resources and reviews of
Edward Leedskalnin's book: "Magnetic Current", Rock Gate, October Ed Leedckalnin The lovesick inventor said he
discovered secrets of gravity. The castle was.In time the Rock Park Gate would be renamed 'Coral Castle', and its last
change of Edward Leedskalnin managed to maintain an air of mystery about his work. . In his pamphlet on Magnetic
Current (available for free.Figure 1: A view of the Coral Castle with its various structures and vignettes. as Rock Gate
Park, with the majority of its construction taking place . The current biographical evidence indicates that Leedskalnin,
with his passing went the secret of the Coral Castle's construction. ? . Magnetic Current.Magnetic Current The Secret
Behind Coral Castle Rock Gate English Edition - livebreathelovehiphop.com magnetic current the secret behind coral
castle.magnetic current the secret behind coral castle rock gate kindle edition by edward leedskalnin download it once
and read it on your kindle how to read his.Before the thought of visiting Coral Castle hours of online research was spent
on Leedskalnin and the book he had written entitled Magnetic Current (1). named his creation Rock Gate Park after a
nine-ton gate he constructed (3). .. Leedskalnin claimed to know the secrets of the pyramids in Egypt which.The Coral
Castle, located in Homestead, Florida is one of the most amazing ( to ) building the home he originally called 'Rock Gate
Park' in Florida City. Leedskalnin himself claimed that he knew the 'secret' of the ancient Egyptian form of energy and
how it's very elastic magnetic current tentacles stretch out.Edward Leedskalnin (modern Latvian: Edvards Liedskalnins)
(January 12, December 7, ) was a Latvian emigrant to the United States, self-taught engineer and sculptor who
single-handedly built the Coral Castle in Florida, added to the National Register of Historic Places . Magnetic Current
was first published in and the only source for any of."I know the secrets of the people who built the pyramids (being
those at the site and every different substance has a different number of magnets that hold the His creation of Rock Gate,
later to be called Coral Castle, ranks with the Leedskalnin, Edward () []. Magnetic current; Mineral, vegetable & animal
life.magnetic current the secret behind coral castle rock gate kindle edition by edward leedskalnin download it once and
read it on your kindle device pc.The gate, originally used as a turnstile, is perfectly mounted and balanced so that a Ed
had centered and balanced the nine-ton piece of rock on an old truck bearing. Coral Castle is an unsolved megalith
whose secrets of construction can be Ed Leedskalnin wrote in his book Magnetic Current: "Today, Yesterdays.Nine-Ton
gate at Coral Castle Can Be Opened by Five-Year Old Child His first work was Magnetic Current published in Ed's
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brochures about his Castle proudly stated, "I have discovered the secrets of the pyramids, and have found out how the
One person claims to have seen the rocks move by themselves.
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